
Emily Rudman SEI Class Detail Report Spring 2023

Classes included in this report:

Subject Catalog Number Class Number

MATH 1172 20347

Raters Students

Responded 82

Invited 121

Response Ratio 68%

Frequency Analysis

The 9 questions of the SEI are organized around three key elements of teaching. Results are grouped based on these elements.

Instructor's preparedness, organization of material, and clarity of presentation

Response#
Strongly
disagree Disagree Neutral Agree

Strongly
agree N/A

1. The subject matter of this course was well
organized

82 2% 0% 4% 29% 65% 0%

5. The instructor was well prepared 81 0% 0% 4% 17% 79% 0%

9. The instructor communicated the subject matter
clearly

82 1% 0% 2% 20% 77% 0%

Rapport and instructor commitment

Response#
Strongly
disagree Disagree Neutral Agree

Strongly
agree N/A

3. This instructor was genuinely interested in
teaching

82 0% 1% 1% 15% 83% 0%

6. The instructor was genuinely interested in helping
students

81 0% 0% 4% 15% 81% 0%

8. The instructor created an atmosphere conducive to
learning

82 0% 0% 4% 22% 74% 0%

Students' sense of their own learning

Response#
Strongly
disagree Disagree Neutral Agree

Strongly
agree N/A

2. This course was intellectually stimulating 82 1% 1% 6% 26% 66% 0%

4. The instructor encouraged students to think for
themselves

82 0% 0% 4% 22% 74% 0%

7. I learned a great deal from this instructor 82 1% 0% 2% 24% 72% 0%

Overall, I would rate this instructor as... (Question 10)

Response# Poor Fair Neutral Good Excellent

80 1% 0% 1% 11% 86%
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Score Analysis

Your mean scores are summarized below. Comparison group scores are provided. The College and the University comparison
groups are based on the size of your class. The Department group is not. Class size groups are 1-19, 20-60, and 61+. This
information is also presented as a table at the end of this section.

1. The subject matter of this course was well organized

2. This course was intellectually stimulating

3. This instructor was genuinely interested in teaching

4. The instructor encouraged students to think for themselves

5. The instructor was well prepared
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6. The instructor was genuinely interested in helping students

7. I learned a great deal from this instructor

8. The instructor created an atmosphere conducive to learning

9. The instructor communicated the subject matter clearly

10. Overall, I would rate this instructor as
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Question

Instructor
Department

(Mathematics)
College (Arts

and Sciences L)
University (1232

L)

Mean
Standard
Deviation

Mean
Standard
Deviation

Mean
Standard
Deviation

Mean
Standard
Deviation

1. The subject matter of this course was well
organized

4.54 0.79 4.16 1.04 4.27 0.98 4.31 0.94

2. This course was intellectually stimulating 4.54 0.77 4.14 1.06 4.18 1.01 4.20 0.99

3. This instructor was genuinely interested in teaching 4.79 0.51 4.28 1.00 4.37 0.93 4.36 0.92

4. The instructor encouraged students to think for
themselves

4.71 0.53 4.25 0.99 4.31 0.92 4.33 0.90

5. The instructor was well prepared 4.75 0.51 4.25 1.01 4.34 0.93 4.36 0.90

6. The instructor was genuinely interested in helping
students

4.78 0.50 4.25 1.03 4.27 0.99 4.31 0.95

7. I learned a great deal from this instructor 4.66 0.65 4.05 1.17 4.08 1.11 4.14 1.06

8. The instructor created an atmosphere conducive to
learning

4.71 0.53 4.10 1.12 4.14 1.07 4.19 1.02

9. The instructor communicated the subject matter
clearly

4.71 0.64 4.04 1.18 4.14 1.10 4.20 1.04

10. Overall, I would rate this instructor as 4.81 0.58 4.18 1.13 4.25 1.05 4.30 0.99

Please select the primary reason you enrolled in this class

Please select the primary reason you enrolled in this class

Options Count Percentage

It was specifically required in my
major/minor

62 89%

It was one of several choices to meet a
requirement in my major

7 10%

It fulfills a General Education requirement 1 1%

It was a free elective choice 0 0%

Comments

Comments are retained for one year. This section will be deleted from this report at the end of Spring 2024. Please save a copy of this
report if you want access to comments after that time.
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Comments

Comments

Thank you so much for helping me learn throughout this semester, you are an amazing lecturer and person. I enjoyed all the times
at office hours, not just doing math problems, but the times where you talked to get know you students better. It really does mean a
lot when lecturers put in that extra effort to get to know their students, so I really appreciate that about you and thank you again, you
are by far my favorite professor I've had so far! :)

I thought Dr.Rudman is a phenomenal professor. She asks too often if simple parts of questions are "ok" and understandable. I
really like that she is trying to make everything understandable, but it gets annoying after a while.

I've never seen a professor prior that cared this much for this many students. Along with being able to explain concepts well and
being available for questions, whatever kind, she was able to make us feel appreciated as despite having 200+ students in the
class, she remembers our names and makes an effort to genuinely support us.

Dr. Rudman is an amazing lecturer! She explains things so well and always makes tricky concepts so much easier to understand.
Not only that, but she is always extremely helpful to students one–on–one and you can really tell she cares that her students
understand the material and will go above and beyond to make sure that we succeed. Great job.

Incredible. She puts forth effort and is very realistic. Explain everything thoroughly and go through each step, ensuring everyone
follows along as needed. Excellent teaching. Strongest math teacher I've had yet.

great

One of the best professors for 1172

N/A

Professor Rudman is an excellent professor with what she has been given. But Jim Talamo is a disgrace to the entire world of
academia and should never be referred to as an educator unless it is April Fool's day.

Great professor, really goes out of her way to make everyone included which really increases enjoyment

One of the best professors I have had yet.

She responds to emails quickly and in lectures thoroughly works through problems. It really shows she wants you to succeed

Very enthusiastic every day and one of the most considerate professors I've had at OSU.

Great professor and actually wanted to learn everyone's names. Put complicated math into simple terms that everyone was able to
understand. 10/10 professor.

Dr. Rudman was one of the best professors I have ever had. The way she taught, slow, and methodical was very beneficial. I
appreciate that she took the time to recap lecture videos, to make sure the group understood fully what was said in the videos. Dr.
Rudman taught Math 1172 outstandingly well.

She’s the best professor I’ve had while at Ohio state

Though I missed more of her class than I should have this semester, she was super helpful and I always felt like I was learning a
lot in the class.

I love how you come the class with full of enthusiasm, energetic and inspiring. The way you explain each problems and new
materials are easy–to–understand and simple. You also give many examples to make it easier to understand. Not only me but
most of the students really need that to help us following the lectures and see what is going on every day. I'm appreciate to be your
student this semester and hopefully will be your student again in another math class. 
p/s: I am excited to hear your wonderful news and can't wait to meet your little angel! Congratulation

This was a great class, and I loved the teaching style Professor Rudman had. She always made sure that the concepts explained
were clear and concise, even when the content was difficult. I wish I could take her as a professor for next semester's math
classes!

Rudman is an absolutely fantastic professor. She slows down and makes sure that everyone understands the material. She breaks
down complicated ideas into manageable chunks. She learned everyone's name in the lecture hall, and I was never afraid to ask a
question even in a large class. encouraged students and encouraged them to be enthusiastic about what we were learning. Best
professor I have had so far.

I don't think I can say how great Emily was throughout the semester. From day one, she was eager to teach us every topic with
enthusiasm even though the class always seemed less than enthusiastic. She always took the effort to learn everyone's names
and that just blew me away how she was able to do that and how much she cared. In her office hours, she was amazing to learn
from and always wanting to help everyone.

Professor Rudman is the best math teacher I have ever had. She was super helpful and would always answer questions and
emails outside of class. I learned so much from her this semester and I wish I could have her as my professor again.

Appreciated the teaching style and detail during lectures.

Great teacher who genuinely cared about her students learning. Kept the class interesting yet informative
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